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"True Northern Grit and Humour" 5 STARS "Brilliant!" 5 STARS "Another Great Suttie Read" 5

STARSWARNING, Contains bad language at times, particularly when the poor people are talking.

Includes the very worst swear word a few times as well. Please do not purchase if offended by

swearing. (Or offended by people leaving used teabags on the sink.) Thank you.NEIGHBOURS

FROM HELL by Steven Suttie The Haughton Park development just outside Manchester is an

exclusive new suburb of expensive homes for professional families. When the developer fails to sell

half of the properties, the project is thrown into financial chaos.The local council steps in with a

workable solution. They propose to use the unsold homes as social housing for homeless families,

in return for the much needed cash injection that the developer needs to pay the bills.Itâ€™s a

win-win situation. Or is it?Many of the home-owners are up-in-arms at the proposal. They donâ€™t

want the place over-run with 'scrubbers.' They start a media campaign to stop the plans. But they

are defeated. The homeless families are given temporary accommodation on the swish

development. Mum of four Rachel Birdsworth is one of the new residents, and sheâ€™s determined

to get past these stupid class differences. She does her very best to get along with everybody and

make new friends. It all starts off quite well. But when she realizes that the home-owner across the

road is a wife-beating bully, and that his wife is a virtual prisoner in the home, she wants to help. But

this kind of help has deadly consequences.DCI Andrew Miller is back, trying to get to the bottom of

what exactly has happened over at Haughton Park in this heart-stopping, dark thriller from One Man

Crusade author Steven Suttie. "Totally gripping""Can't put it down""Found myself laughing a lot

even though it was a gritty thriller. Fantastic!!"WARNING, Contains bad language at times. Please

do not purchase if offended by swearing. Thank you.MORE about this book; The novel is set in

Greater Manchester, in the present day, on a fictional exclusive housing development called

Haughton Park. Described as a black comedy thriller - the book focuses on the class divides in

today's Great Britain, and in particular, attitudes towards the less privileged in our society, and the

media's relentless campaign of promoting hatred towards the poor. The question behind

Neighbours From Hell is; "could the rich and poor live together in peace and harmony?" You can

probably guess the answer.NEIGHBOURS FROM HELL is described by most readers as a fast

paced, funny, exciting story.NEIGHBOURS FROM HELL is the second DCI Miller book. (DCI Miller

2) On 's "customers also bought" function, NEIGHBOURS FROM HELL is ranked alongside books

by Kerry Wilkinson, Ben Cheetham, Martina Cole, Karen Woods, Paul Finch, Heather Burnside,

Rachel Abbott, Kimberley Chambers, Anna Smith, David Menon, Ed James, Robin Roughley. Lisa

Hartley, D.S. Butler, Helen Durrant, RC Bridgestock, Col Bury, Lisa Hall, Pam Howes, Iain
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Good God, can this guy ever write a bad book? I think not! Every single one I've had the pleasure of

reading has had me laughing & quoting/reading aloud from the book to my husband (of course,

spouses just HATE that; I know). But his writing style & characters & situations just must be shared

with someone! And who better than your mate who can't escape? ðŸ˜Š Anyway, I have PM'd our



beloved (& sometimes despised!) and gifted writer both positive (during reading his book) and

negative feelings. Let's just say I am on pins & needles awaiting his next book. And, as for

threatening him, I assured him that next book should be very soon in 2016. Honestly, he is a very

unique writer. I just love his style of writing. Although I am "across the pond" & sometimes struggle a

bit with his unusual terms (to me, in the Southern USA), it is always an education. Love ya, Steve!

Obviously this review is NOT by Greg. I am his wife. â˜ºï¸•-Cyndi Whedon

This book was very intriguing. I couldn't stop reading it I just had to know the ending. The police

procedure was good. The caricatures were all very believable. I was shocked at the ending, really

didn't expect that. If you looking for something completely different this book is for you

Tense? Nervy? Keep forgetting simple things like what you came into the room for or your children's

names?You must be reading Neighbours From Hell, and your mistake, my friend, was Putting It

Down, because this is a book that sucks you in from the start and doesn't let go for a second. An

exciting, thrilling plot and some nice fast prose, but most importantly, that thing that's becoming the

Suttie trademark: characters who grab you by the throat and make you live their fears and dreams

with them, root for them, feel their victories and their losses as if they were your own.Keep 'em

coming, Steve.

First experience reading Steven Suttie, and much enjoyed the experience. The characters are quite

believable and well-developed, and they are nearly universally likable. The plot device is fresh,

possibly unique - low income housing residents moved into higher-income residential area, and

conflicts that ensue.Enjoying the plucky nature of the principal characters, the reader is caught

trying to apply the brakes to the oncoming freight train that looms down the track. One off-putting

side note - Suttie for some reason found it necessary to give a bit too much away with one sentence

forewarnings at or near the end of some chapters. Those foreshadows are too blunt and not really

needed to anticipate plot developmentThe seemingly radical character shift at the book end was

disappointing for readers hoping for a rosy sunset and happy ending, but c'est la vie.Good read,

good characters, and well crafted.

Steven SuttieBook 2Neighbours from Hell.This is a truly awesome read from start to end. Michael

and Rachel with their 4 kids are moved into a very posh part of town after the council agree to

leasing the empty homes on this upmarket development, this is when all sorts of problems begin.



Follow Michael and Rachel's life unfolding as all sorts of problems arise.This book will keep your

attention from page 1 to the very end. Looking forward to book 3.5* 29 April 2016.

This is book 2 of this DCI Miller series and I loved it, can't wait for more from this author.
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